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    01. Secrets  02. Fire Child  03. The Cave, Pt. 1  04. 50 Woes  05. You're Mine  06. Eclipse 
07. Time on the Vine  08. Shaman's Whisper  09. The Cave, Pt. 2  10. Soul Rider  11. Visions  
 Jerry Eady - Guitar & Vocal  Steve Kost - Drums & Perccusion  Mark Groble - Bass Guitar    

 

  

"Fuzzadelic".Saturated in the warm fuzzy embrace of classic tones, Chicago's The Seventh
Sons take their brand of rock, and decorate it in elements of reggae, funk, psychedelia, punk
rocked blues, and freestyle jamming.

  

Fresh out of the studio, the power trio just finished up work on their first full length studio album
"The Turnaround". These songs mark a new breakthrough in the creative evolution of The
Seventh Sons and are sure to take you on a journey through their minds.

  

This 3 piece locks in and takes off on organic and fluid jams using originals, classics, and B
sides as spring boards in and out of these jams. They will often serve up some tasty jamwiches
live by sandwiching songs between others. The Sons are just as comfortable belting out some
heavy driving music in a biker bar as they are playing Dead standards to their hippie friends at a
back yard party, or getting lost in trippy jams that are made up on the spot. All 3 members have
the freedom to create on the fly and take songs in different directions, but their ability to follow
each other is what keeps the organic jams fluid. The Seventh Sons' originals draw from reggae
influenced beats, funky wha leads, and dirty blues heavy grooves. For some reason a little
Dead, a little Doors, and some Stones always seem to make it into the set with an occasional
drum circle igniting for a finale. Accessible and available before and after shows, the Sons come
out to hang with the people they are playing with, and for, and above all they come to have a
good time and to share the music they love with old friends and new ones! ---cdbaby.com
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